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Kranich are very well known and trustworthy jewelers. They are reputed for high quality service and
timely delivery of products at your doorstep. They are reputed for using the finest quality of metals
and gemstones in crafting pieces. If you wish to surprise your mother with a gift she would love to
keep close to herself, personalized mothers ring from Kranich is the best option. It will be a
wonderful gift that will speak of the love and care you have for your mother. This unique mothers
ring will be the symbol of the timeless and extremely special bond that you two share.

Kranich has a huge variety of designs to offer for making unique mothers ring. You can pick the
style that appeals to you the most or that suits your idea the best. The next step is to decide which
metal is to be used for crafting the ring. Usually, yellow gold, white gold and platinum are preferred
for designing mothers ringâ€™s. You also need to decide how much carat gold should be used in the
mothers ring. After this has been finalized, you need to consider the gemstones you want in the ring.
Kranich offers you a wide range of gemstones and birthstone that can be used in the ring.
Diamonds, opals, pearls, colored gemstone are some examples. It is advised not to use opals or
pearls as they might fall out of their holders after some time. In case you budget isnâ€™t enough to avail
genuine gemstones, Kranich also offers you variety of synthetic alternatives. You must finalize the
color/colors of gemstone/gemstones that will be used in the ring. The number of gemstones that are
to be used and their sizes will depend on what the selected deign will permit.

If you want to make the ring even more personal, you can get something engraved on it. Some of
the preferred choice includes: the mothers name, her age, date of birth or a short and sweet
message. The metal and gems used for crafting the ring along with the cost of engraving will
determine the price of the mothers ring. Kranich ensures that you are able to design a ring for your
mother as per your idea and imagination within your set budget. They have some of the most
proficient artisans who craft the ringâ€™s with extra delicacy and finesse. They take 2 to 4 days to craft
the ring. Once the ring has been finished, it is shipped to the address you provide. Kranichâ€™s mothers
ring is premium in terms of quality.

Personalized mothers ring is a very special gift that you can give to your mom to make her birthday
even more memorable and special. She is bound to cherish the Kranichâ€™s mothers ring that is a
symbol of your artistic idea, Kranichâ€™s craftsmanship and quality, and your feelings for her. The
feelings that you have towards your mother but somehow you can not frame them into words can be
easily expressed by such mothers ringâ€™s. Contact Kranich today and design a creatively unique ring
for the most special woman in your life.
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